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Abstract

As part of Blizzard Challenge 2015, text-to-speech synthesisers

have been developed for Indian languages. This paper presents

the work done by the DONLab team, IIT Madras for the Chal-

lenge. With the provided speech data for six Indian languages,

Hidden Markov Model based speech synthesis systems and

STRAIGHT voices have been built. Various modules involved

in system building have been described. While some modules

are language-specific, systems have been built mostly language-

independently. Of interest, is the novel hybrid segmentation

algorithm to obtain accurate labels at the phone level. Monolin-

gual and multilingual synthesised speech output for the given

test sentences have been submitted. In the results of evaluation,

“D” is the identifying letter of our systems. Modifications to

the training process, post-submission of the synthetic sentences,

have also been briefly described.

Index Terms: Blizzard Challenge, Indian languages, Hidden

Markov Model, hybrid segmentation

1. Introduction

Blizzard Challenge is an international platform to compare

and learn about the latest research techniques in text-to-speech

(TTS) synthesis domain. The Challenge for the year 2015 con-

sists of the Main tasks and the Pilot task. The Main tasks com-

prise of building Indian speech synthesisers for six Indian lan-

guages - Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Tel-

ugu. The Main tasks are further divided into two - Hub task,

which involves building a voice in each language; and Spoke

task, for which multilingual sentences containing words in En-

glish and the native language have to be synthesised. The Pilot

task consists of developing an English TTS from the given data.

In this paper, only the efforts towards completing the Main tasks

have been presented.

The given languages can be classified into two language

groups: Indo-Aryan and Dravidian. Bengali, Marathi and Hindi

are Indo-Aryan languages, while Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu

are Dravidian languages. Owing to the similarities among the

languages, a language-independent system building approach

has been adopted. The common label set and the common ques-

tion set have been used for this purpose [1]. Letter to sound

rules have been carefully hand-crafted for one Indo-Aryan and

one Dravidian language, and extended to other languages in the

group.

Accurate segmentation of data is required for building a

good quality TTS. Phone level labels have been obtained using

a hybrid segmentation algorithm [2]. The novelty of this tech-

nique is that it uses signal processing concepts in tandem with

machine learning algorithms to achieve accurate segmentation.

This technique has been used to segment data of all languages.

For Hindi and Tamil, an improved version of the hybrid seg-

mentation algorithm has been used.

Phone based Hidden Markov Model speech synthesis sys-

tems (HTS) [3] along with STRAIGHT systems [4] have been

built for every language. The system yielding the best synthesis

output among the two have been chosen based on informal lis-

tening tests. The details about the same are mentioned in Table

1.

Table 1: Systems built for different languages

Language System built

Bengali HTS+STRAIGHT

Hindi HTS+STRAIGHT

Malayalam HTS

Marathi HTS+STRAIGHT

Tamil HTS

Telugu HTS+STRAIGHT

So far, the Hub task has been described. For the Spoke

task, multilingual test sentences need to be synthesised. These

sentences contain words in English and the native script. The

systems built for the Hub task are also used here. The challenge

is in handling English words. A classification and regression

tree (CART) has been developed for the same.

Some efforts have gone into improving the quality of the

synthesis speech output. This work has been undertaken after

the submission of synthetic sentences. The improved hybrid

segmentation algorithm has been used to segment data for all

the six languages. Next, the database has been pruned using

a pruning algorithm and this pruned database has been used

to build models for the HTS framework. Results of subjec-

tive evaluations comparing the two versions of TTSes have been

presented.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2

describes the speech data provided for the Challenge. The pro-

cedure to build Indian language synthesisers are detailed in Sec-

tion 3. The parsing rules for the languages are mentioned. The

hybrid segmentation algorithm is also explained briefly. Section

4 describes how English words have been tackled to synthesise

multilingual sentences. In Section 5, the results of system eval-

uations are discussed. In Section 6, a brief description of work

done post-submission of synthetic sentences is presented.



2. Speech Database

Speech data, consisting of wave files with the corresponding

text, has been provided for six Indian languages. Table 2 men-

tions the duration of data for each language. Speech of native

professional speakers has been recorded at a sampling rate of

16 kHz. Correct transcriptions have been provided in the corre-

sponding native script in UTF-8 format, with commas marked

appropriately wherever the speaker has paused.

Table 2: Duration of data provided

Language Duration (Hours)

Bengali 2

Hindi 4

Malayalam 2

Marathi 2.2

Tamil 4.3

Telugu 4.2

3. Training Indian Speech Synthesisers

The flowchart of developing a TTS along with the synthesis

procedure is shown in Figure 1. In the training process, the

training text is parsed into a set of labels representing mono-

phones. Wave files are segmented at the phoneme level us-

ing the automatic hybrid segmentation algorithm [2]. HTS

and HTS+STRAIGHT voices are built. During synthesis, the

test sentence is checked for English words. English words are

parsed using a classification and regression tree (CART) and

native words using the native script parser.

Figure 1: Flowchart of voice building and text synthesis

3.1. Letter to sound (LTS) rules

A set of hand-written rules have been developed for the letter to

sound correspondence. The grapheme to phoneme mapping is

mostly one-to-one in Indian languages. Some language specific

rules have been included for different languages. Very specific

parsers have been developed for Hindi and Tamil. In Hindi,

schwa (@) deletion has been handled. This is the deletion of the

short vowel /a/ at the end or at the middle of a word. For exam-

ple, the grapheme representation of the Hindi word /kaamcor/

is /k aa m a c o r a/, while its phoneme representation is /k aa

m c o r/. A standard set of rules has been applied to handle

this. Parsers for Marathi and Bengali, which are Indo-Aryan

languages like Hindi, have been derived from Hindi.

The parsing in Tamil is simpler. Tamil consists of a smaller

set of sounds. The same character represents an unvoiced stop

consonant and its corresponding voiced counterpart. The pro-

nunciation depends on the place and manner of articulation of

the surrounding phonemes. There are a standard set of rules for

this. But we denote the character by a single label, as model-

ing takes care of this contextual variation. The Tamil parser has

been extended to accommodate the larger set of characters for

Malayalam and Telugu.

Additionally, Malayalam has some special characters called

chillus or chillaksharas. These are characters that represent

pure consonants and are never followed by vowels. They do

not appear in the beginning of a word. Chillaksharas have been

denoted by separate labels.

Hybrid segmentation needs syllable labels as input. Hence

syllable parsers have been developed for the languages based on

LTS rules. The native word is first syllabified and then phoni-

fied.

3.2. Common label set

There are some common sounds present across the six lan-

guages. They are mapped together and denoted by a single la-

bel. Language specific sounds are denoted by different labels.

This set of labels is the common label set [1]. The output of the

parser is in terms of these labels. The partial set is shown in Fig-

ure 2. This standard notation across languages aids in building

systems language-independently.

Figure 2: Partial common label set

3.3. Hybrid segmentation algorithm

Segmentation of speech into phonemes is a cardinal task in

building TTS systems. The HMM-based segmentation exploits



the knowledge of sequence of phonemes and trains phoneme

models using Baum-Welch reestimation. During forced Viterbi

alignment, the sequence of most likely phone states within

frames is used for deriving boundaries and the actual acoustic

landmarks are missed. Hence, boundaries are not represented

by this model. On the other hand, the group delay based seg-

mentation smoothes the short-term energy (STE) function by

making use of the additive property of Fourier transform phase

and deconvolution property of the cepstrum, thereby deriving

syllable boundaries from the smoothed STE function [5].

Figure 3: Flowchart of hybrid segmentation

Indian languages being phonetic, predominantly have

straight forward syllabification rules. The consistent co-

ordination between the acoustical and the lexical units, make

it possible to combine these two different segmentation proce-

dures under a common framework [6] by restricting the Baum-

Welch reestimation procedure within the syllable boundaries

dictated by group delay algorithm. The phoneme boundaries

within these syllables are refined when forced alignment is per-

formed at the syllable level. Since the boundaries given by the

group delay algorithm are dependent on the size of the lifter on

the root cepstrum, it may suffer from insertions and deletions.

Previously, a semi automatic labeling tool was used to manually

correct the syllable boundaries [7]. Later, the process was au-

tomated by choosing the lifter size such that it always allow

insertions and the syllable boundaries given by HMMs were

approximated to only boundaries of high confidence [2]. For

Hindi and Tamil systems, an additional cue known as spectral

flux was used in order to correct boundaries that could not be

corrected by smoothed STE function [8]. The spectral flux is a

function which quantifies change in spectral content over time.

The syllable boundaries that were characterized by an abrupt

change in spectral energy were corrected by spectral flux [8].

3.4. Common question set

All the labels in the common label set across the six languages

have been included in the question set. This common question

set [1] has been used for tree based clustering in order to build

HTS voices.

4. Synthesising Multilingual Sentences

In order to build letter to sound (LTS) rules for bilingual TTS,

we employed the following procedure. A word list containing

about 6000 English words was formed. The list included words

from the CMU Arctic database which is phonetically balanced

and also words from the Chandamama database. These words

were first transliterated to Indian languages using an online

transliteration tool. After the transliteration, a native speaker

was asked to verify the correctness. These words were then

parsed by the monophone parsers of the respective languages

to create a dictionary of words with their corresponding phone

level transcriptions. This dictionary was used to build the clas-

sification and regression tree [9]. LTS rules for parsing English

words are derived from CART.

5. Evaluation of Systems and Discussion

The Hub task consists of synthesising monolingual test sen-

tences. There are two types of test sentences - read text (RD)

and semantically unpredictable sentences (SUS), each 50 in

number. For the Spoke task, 50 multilingual sentences have to

be synthesised. The multilingual test sentences consist of words

in English and the native script.

Synthesised sentences were evaluated by a set of listeners

well-versed in the Indian language. They were asked to rate

the audio files based on similarity to the original speaker and

naturalness of the synthesised speech. Word error rate (WER)

was calculated from a set of transcribed sentences, as a mea-

sure of the intelligibility of the system. Some of the results of

the evaluation are discussed here. Overall 8 systems have been

submitted for Hub task and 5 for the Spoke task. In all the plots,

“A” corresponds to natural (recorded) sentences and “B” is the

baseline system. The identifying letter for our system is “D”.

Results of the Hub task are discussed first. The performance

of our system is better than the baseline system in most cases.

The similarity to original speaker and naturalness for read text

are same for almost all languages. While naturalness of SUS

is rated higher for Hindi, Malayalam and Tamil, similarity to

the original speaker is better for Marathi and Telugu. For Ben-

gali, similarity and naturalness of SUS have been rated the same

scores. Another observation is that the scores for our systems

are spread across a wide range, indicating that the the synthesis

quality is better for some test sentences compared to others and

not uniform throughout.



Figure 4: Naturalness score for Bengali SUS

Figure 5: Similarity score for Marathi RD

Figure 6: Naturalness score for Marathi SUS

Compared to systems of other teams, the overall perfor-

mance of Bengali and Marathi systems (Figures 4, 5, 6) have

been good, Hindi and Telugu systems average, and Malayalam

and Tamil (Figure 7) systems poor. Average WER for our sys-

tems is about 54.5%. Hindi has the lowest WER among our

systems (Figure 8) and Malayalam the highest (Figure 9). In

some cases it can be observed that WER of natural sentences

is also high, highest in the case of Telugu as seen from Figure

10. This might be due to spelling errors, agglutinative nature

of Indian script, etc, as a result of which automatic comparison

increases word error.

Figure 7: Similarity score for Tamil SUS

Evaluation of Spoke task involves rating the multilingual

sentences (ML) based on similarity to original speaker and nat-

uralness. Marathi system has performed the best compared to

systems of other languages (Figure 11), and Tamil the worst

(Figure 12). The quality of synthesis, especially the articula-

tion of English words, largely depends on the transliteration and

building of CART.

Figure 8: WER for Hindi SUS



Figure 9: WER for Malayalam SUS

Figure 10: WER for Telugu SUS

Figure 11: Similarity score for Marathi ML

Figure 12: Similarity score for Tamil ML

6. Post Submission Work

After submission of synthetic sentences, data of all languages

have been segmented using the new hybrid segmentation algo-

rithm and voices have been re-built. A pruning technique has

then been performed [10]. This has been performed mainly for

two reasons: (i) since data is recorded mostly over many ses-

sions, there might be variations in the data, (ii) to remove seg-

mentation errors.

The steps for pruning are as follows:

• Syllable level segmentation is obtained from hybrid seg-

mentation algorithm.

• Syllables are tagged separately with positional context.

The tags are beg, mid and end, based on the syllable’s

position in the beginning, middle and end of the word,

respectively. The acoustic properties of syllables vary

depending on the word positional context [11]. Hence

the same syllable with different positional tags is treated

as different syllables.

• In addition to positional tags, syllables in Tamil are also

tagged with geminate context.

• The duration, average f0 and average energy are com-

puted for each syllable using all examples of that sylla-

ble.

• The means and standard deviations (σ) of duration, av-

erage f0 and average energy for each of these syllables

are then computed.

• The syllables lying outside 0.25σ are tagged with a spe-

cial symbol such that they will not be used for building

models.

• Only syllables with greater than 3 occurrences in the

database are chosen for pruning.

• If there are greater than 50 occurrences of the syllable

after pruning, the first 50 occurrences are retained.

• Only the monophones constituting the syllables retained

after pruning are used for building monophone models.

• These models are then used as initial models to segment

the entire data at the phone level.



A pairwise comparison test [12] has been conducted to eval-

uate the quality of the synthesised sentences of the new voices

compared to that of the submitted audio files. About 8 native lis-

teners have undertaken the test for each language. For Bengali,

Hindi, Tamil and Telugu, evaluators have given equal prefer-

ence to both versions of the systems. However, for Malayalam

and Marathi, evaluators have preferred the later version. The

results for these two languages have been presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Results of pairwise comparison test

Language A-B B-A A-B + B-A

Malayalam 54.28% 20% 67.14%

Marathi 93.33% 40% 76.67%
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